[c*-o/2] TO), where S?(j) = Σ; (α/p), and where the sum Σi runs over those integers α in the indexing set of Sr for which a = jp (mod q). Clearly each index a in Sΐ occurs exactly once in some unique S? (j) . By a simple change of variable, if j>0, then S?(i) = (~q/p)S%_ r+1 , while S?(j) = (q/p)Sfl ln+r for i ^ 0. The result follows by multiplying both sides of the equation by (qfp).
The indices jn -7^ + 1 and jn + r are all ^nq/2 for r ^ ?^/2 β In the particular case that p ~ Z (mod 4) and n -2, r -1, the theorem reduces to a theorem of Holden [6] , as stated and proved by Berndt and Chowla [2] : COROLLARY 1 (H. Holden). If p = Z (mod 4) and p\q, then
All the corollaries of [2] thus follow, including Si = 0 for p = 3 (mod 8), S5 = 0 for p = 7 (mod 8), and S 2 δ = 0 for p = 11 (mod 12). When p = 1 (mod 4), analogous results can be derived from the theorem. A summary of these results these appear in the tables in the next section.
If q -2 and r = 1, then for arbitrary n ^ 1, the theorem becomes s = (i)osr 3* Tables of symmetries* Various choices for the values of n, r, and q in the theorem produce linear relations among the S% The tables below summarize some of the simpler symmetries for the S? which follow from these linear relations. Not all known linear relations among the S? are presented, and a blank merely indicates that no simple symmetry exists. These tables were first suggested to us by a computer search over several primes. Each can be proved quite easily from the theorem (although some require considerable patience). The columns are arranged so that the primes p == 3 (mod 4) are on the right. Also, 0 stands for the value "zero," and not the letter "oh."
The first set of tables displays symmetries which depend upon the quadratic character of -1 and 2 (moάp):
The next set of tables presents symmetries which depend upon the quadratic character of -1, 2, and 3 (moάp): The following tables, which are presented in a slightly different format, show symmetries which depend upon the quadratic character of -1, 2, 5 and -1, 2, 7 (modp), respectively: for .p == 17, 113 (mod 120). In addition, there are other subintervals of (0, p) for which the sum of Legendre symbols vanishes: for p = 5 (mod 8) for p == 5 (mod 24) for p == 13 (mod 24) for p ΞΞ 17 (mod 24) for p ΞΞ 11 (mod 24) for p == 3, 11, 19, 27 (mod 40) for p ΞΞ 3, 19, 27 (mod 56) for p ΞΞ 11, 59 (mod 120).
SYMMETRIES FOR SUMS OF THE LEGENDRE SYMBOL
5* Class numbers* For p = 3 (mod 4) in the first two sets of tables above, it is always true (by Dirichlet) that A = h{ -p), and hence A > 0. In a preliminary version of this paper, the first-named SYMMETRIES FOR SUMS OF THE LEGENDRE SYMBOL 123 author [7] derived from the Voronoi congruences for the Bernoulli numbers the values of Sf 9 SJ 8 , Sf, SI in terms of h( -p) for primes J)Ξ3 (mod4). The results are originally due to Holden [6] , who gave a more complicated proof depending upon class number formulas for binary quadratic forms. Apostol [1] used the properties of the Bernoulli polynomials to obtain some of the same results.
It follows that for p = 3 (mod 4), S\ = ±h ( -p) , the minus sign holding only for p = 19 (mod 24). Hence for p = 3 (mod 4), the interval (0, p/6) always contains more residues than non-residues unless p = 19 (mod 24), when the opposite is true. Tables for the class numbers h( -p) for p = 3 (mod 4) have been compiled for p < 166,807 by Ordman [11] and Newman [10] using the theory of (reduced quadratic forms. Other techniques were employed by Duport and Dussaud [4, 5] . We have computed tables of h(-p) for p = 3 (mod 4), p < 200,000, by simply evaluating SI directly. These results agree with those reported earlier.
This theory can also be used to obtain in an elementary way some rough upper bounds for the values of h ( -p) ( -p) , especially for large p, namely the bound {lβ)V~p log p obtained by Slavutskiϊ [12] using analytic methods.
Karpinski [8] showed that many of the values A, B, C, in the tables can be expressed as linear combinations of the class numbers h( -kp), k = 1, 2, 3, •••. It follows from his resuts that, among other things, there are always more residues than nonresidues in the intervals (p/8, p/4) and (p/4, 3^/8) for p = 7 (mod 8). For more results along these lines, the reader is referred to Lerch [9] , and the unpublished work of B. Berndt and Y. Yamamoto.
